A Critical Media
Literacy Framework
for Positive Black
Female Identity
A conceptual framework for empowerment,
equity, and social justice in education
Black Feminist Theory (BFT)
BFT is a critical social theory that identifies and deconstructs
epistemologies that negate the lived experiences of Black females
BFT supports the development of critical media literacy skills to resist
these dominant ways of thinking about Black females’ identities
The goal of Black feminist theory is the realization of justice and
empowerment for U.S. Black women and other groups that are similarly
oppressed within society
BFT illustrates the everyday experiences of Black women and
centers women’s emerging power as agents of knowledge

21st Century literacies
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SUBTITLE OF TOPIC
Traditional definitions of literacy tend to center the ability to read
and write

New (21st century) literacies, grounded in the field of New
Literacy Studies, do not negate the importance of traditional
literacy skills
21st centiry literacies include other skills such as critical thinking
and even scientific reasoning and represent an epistemological
shift from a psychological to a social approach to literacy

Black Female Identity and Colorism
SUBTITLE OF TOPIC
Colorism is a global ideology that denigrates darker skin and tightly coiled hair, two
unmistakable physical traits associated with African heritage
Colorism highlights privilege extended to light skin and the implications of this privilege
On average, women with darker skin colors have poorer mental health, physical health, selfesteem, and lower socioeconomic status than their lighter skinned counterparts
Natural hair, unless recently and still in many workplaces, has been considered to be
unprofessional, unattractive, and unfeminine, and is associated with various negative socioprofessional outcomes

Implications for Teachers

Critical media literacy serves as a tool that supports the deconstruction and rejection of
inaccurate images, personas, and caricature representations of Black females
Critical media literacy serves as a conduit by which Black females can be ever aware of how to
best 1) decode, 2) analyze, and 3) deconstruct the negative and unfruitful messages
perpetuated through media outlets
Critical media literacy can be used to reject and negate inaccurate, racist, and sexist portraits
of Black females, replace the negative and stereotypical images and representations with
opposing viewpoints and positive representations of Black females

Call to Action
Teachers should consider early implementation of The Critical Media Literacy
framework for positive Black Female identity
As early as preschool, teachers should show, discuss, and promote positive imaging
through books, play, and media (including cartoons, games, and movies)
Teachers can use this time to foster diversity and begin the process of teaching
students how to decode and respond to the messaging they receive in school and in
this world.
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